
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of SW
engineering. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this
is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for SW engineering

Analyzes business needs presented by the user community and/or clients and
recommends technical solutions
Oversees system performance monitoring, resource utilization reviews, and
system tuning
Recruit, manage, coach and evaluate performance of software engineers
Works closely the project Privacy Officer and Security Officer to develop and
implement IT policies and procedures, including those security, privacy and
disaster recovery that are compliant with contractual SLAs, HIPAA standards
and corporate standards
Is part of the Factory Automation Business Unit’s Product Marketing group,
reporting to the Manager, Product Marketing
Combines marketing promotion and product management functions, with
emphasis on marketing promotion
Acts as the product owner in support of field activities and resources
throughout the US, both internally and customer facing
Creates (or customizes) and makes available marketing collateral, sales tools
and other related "content" in support of marketing plans, programs and
product/technology management
Provides prioritized and compelling US market intelligence to headquarters
product management organizations by consolidating feedback from the field,
acquiring direct experience with customers, commissioning market surveys,
studying competitors
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Qualifications for SW engineering

Use in-depth knowledge of ODM and JDM firmware development to
establish long-range firmware roadmap
Demonstrate strong leadership skills by establishing clear goals, objectives
and priorities that communicate the organization's vision
Drive innovation in firmware development methodologies
Set and execute ODM strategy to transform the CSE firmware model to
complement the JDM
Manage bring-up of new Storage firmware on ODM and JDM hardware
Oversee project planning, staffing, and budget requirements of firmware
roadmap


